
The threat landscape evolves constantly. Identify and 
understand adversaries and indicators with an advanced, 
scalable joint solution that enables customers to increase 
protection of their networks and endpoints.

PARTNER SOLUTION OVERVIEW

STOP BREACHES A xND  
GAIN THREAT KNOWLEDGE

Create an efficient and effective threat operations and  management solution  
leveraging best-in-breed threat  intelligence and an extensible threat intelligence platform.

Falcon Intelligence 
provides actionable 
insights into the top 
threat actors, attack 
vectors and  threat 
intelligence trends. 

ThreatQ integrates 
seamlessly with Falcon 

Intelligence and 
automatically ingests all 

observables into your 
security infrastructure. 

Falcon Host ingests 
third-party Indicators of 
Compromise (IOC) from 
ThreatQ to add an addi-
tional layer of protection 

to your endpoints.

AN INTEGRATED SOLUTION  
FROM CROWDSTRIKE AND THREATQUOTIENT

IMMEDIATE  
TIME-TO-VALUE 

• Empower defenders with greater 
context, control and collaboration

• Ensure threat intelligence is
accurate, relevant and timely
for your organization

• Deliver efficient and effective
threat operations and manage-
ment, allowing companies to get
more from existing resources

JOINT VALUE

• Retro-fit existing security tools
with premium threat data
from CrowdStrike, including
multiple log management, SIEM,
network and legacy endpoint
detection tools, to further
extend the value of existing
security controls

• Automatically send third-party
Indicators of Compromise (IOC)
from ThreatQ to CrowdStrike
Falcon Host to secure endpoints
in real time

• Integrate CrowdStrike Threat
Intelligence into ThreatQ
to provide security teams with
a single threat library for all
intelligence, both external
and internal

UNDERSTAND AND PRIORITIZE ADVERSARIES

CHALLENGE

Large enterprises need to navigate the explosion of threat data and noise to 
better understand which attacks are relevant to their environment, quickly 
detect attack behavior and better defend their network.

SOLUTION

ThreatQ incorporates high-fidelity threat intelligence from CrowdStrike’s 
world-class intelligence team, including information on threat actors  



ABOUT THREATQUOTIENT

ThreatQuotient™ understands that the foundation of  
intelligence-driven security is people. The company’s open  
and extensible threat intelligence platform, ThreatQ, empowers 
defenders to ensure the right threat intelligence is utilized  
within the right tools, at the right time. Leading global  
companies are using ThreatQ as the cornerstone of their threat 
intelligence operations and management system, increasing 
security effectiveness and efficiency. 

For additional information, please visit threatq.com.
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ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE 
CrowdStrike is a global cybersecurity leader that has redefined modern 
security with the world’s most advanced cloud-native platform for protecting 
critical areas of enterprise risk – endpoints and cloud workloads, identity, 
and data. 

Powered by the CrowdStrike Security Cloud, the CrowdStrike Falcon® 
platform leverages real-time indicators of attack, threat intelligence, evolving 
adversary tradecraft and enriched telemetry from across the enterprise to 
deliver hyper-accurate detections, automated protection and remediation, 
elite threat hunting and prioritized observability of vulnerabilities. 

Purpose-built in the cloud, the Falcon platform enables partners to rapidly 
build best-in-class integrations to deliver customer-focused solutions that 
provide scalable deployment, superior protection and performance, reduced 
complexity and immediate time-to-value.

Find out more at www.crowdstrike.com.
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PARTNER SOLUTION OVERVIEW

CONTINUOUS 
BREACH PREVENTION 
FROM CROWDSTRIKE 

STOP BREACHES 
Prevent both malware and 

malware-free attacks

5-SECOND VISIBILITY
Discover and investigate

current and historic endpoint 
activity  

CLOUD-POWERED 
Lower cost and effective 
performance with cloud  

delivery 24/7

and attributions, to build adversary profiles to jump-start hunting and 
remediation initiatives.

CUSTOMER BENEFIT

By tagging campaign attribution to an event, security teams can deconstruct 
an adversary’s logic over several attack progressions and build a threat profile 
to determine which defensive strategies will provide the most effective and 
successful blocking or detection rate.

OPERATIONALIZE THREAT INTELLIGENCE TO STOP ATTACKS

CHALLENGE

With an ever-evolving threat landscape, security teams often lack a clear 
understanding of how to operationalize threat intelligence and proactively 
secure their endpoints.

SOLUTION

By utilizing the  power and depth of ThreatQ and CrowdStrike’s world-class 
intelligence teams, you can centralize and enrich your threat data feeds, 
profile adversaries and associated indicators, and leverage Falcon Host to 
provide immediate and effective prevention.

CUSTOMER BENEFIT

The ability to provide your security team deeper visibility into your  
adversaries enables you to prevent and detect against all types of attacks – 
both malware and malware-free.




